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Corn:  

Corn managed to lead the Ag floor today on firm cash markets in the interior and at the Gulf, a lack of farmer selling on either end 

of the curve and some moderate technical buying as May tangles with its 200-day moving average near $6.64.  Cash markets act 

concerned about securing adequate supplies before farmers head to the field, and firmer calendar spreads are working diligently to 

move commercial hedged length.  May corn closed up $0.03 1/4 to $6.58 1/4, despite a last trade in the electronic of $6.63. 

  
   River basis continued its firmer trend today with CIF bids up another 3c to +63K through May, and basis at major ethanol producers in IL, IN 

and IA could be called firmer by 2-4c w/w.  ECB rail basis was 4-7c stronger today, but freight weaker, implying a lack of farmer movement.  

   Cash basis in Zone 3 (Ottawa) is calculated at 5.7-6.9c above gross delivery equivalence, signaling the CK/CN is fair valued at +6.00c. 

   The Rosario Grain Exchange reduced their Argentine corn production estimate to 19.7MMT from 19.8 previously and 22.5MMT last year. 

 The options pit reported a significant amount of volume trading in the September puts from Friday through today, and primarily below the 

$5.00 strike.  In the $4.50 and $4.40 strikes alone, open interest totals 97,431 contracts, the delta equivalent of 34 million bushels. 

    
Oilseeds: 

Soybeans traded lower for about 45 minutes this morning before rallying as much as $0.13 in sympathy with corn and smaller 

South American production estimates.  Gains couldn’t be maintained, however, and late corn/soy and wheat/soy spreading pre-

vailed.  The first levels of technical support basis the May contract sit at $13.88/90, followed by the corrective low from 3/29 at 

$13.51.  November soybeans settled down $0.06 1/2 at $13.78 3/4, while meal led the products lower, settling off 1.15%.  

 
 After trading mostly flat yesterday, CIF bids firmed by 1-5c through June today and allowed the heavy bearspread bias to relax at least mo-

mentarily.  The SK/SN was up 1.50c to -4.75c and the SN/SX firmed 1.00c to +43.00c.  The SX2/SX3 finally backed off 13.25c to +115.00c.   

 The basis strength seems to be primarily export driven as several crush plants in the WCB have weakened bids 2-3c w/w, and planned down-

time is scheduled during April.  The ECB is also described as steady, but feeling weaker.  Reports put crush plant ownership at 4-weeks. 

 The Rosario Grain Exchange also cut soybean production today, dropping it to 43.1MMT from 44.5 and compared to 49MMT last year.  A 

late wire put Agroconsult’s latest Brazilian guess at 65.2MMT, down from 67.1MMT.  A freeze the middle of last week was partially cited. 

 The SX2/CZ2 ratio spread closed slightly weaker today at 2.53.  Several analysts think this needs to head towards 2.8-2.9 to secure acres. 

  

Wheat: 

HRW and SRW fell again today as conditions improve in both growing areas and rainfall the past 24 hours fell predominantly in 

SW-KS/SE-CO as well as the panhandle of TX and OK.  Spring wheat maintained strength on tight supplies being forecast through 

the 12/13 marketing year, but found pressure from the fast pace of spring wheat planting and stepped up producer selling.  May 

spring wheat closed down $0.01 to $8.48 1/4, KC May was down $0.03 1/4 at $6.86 3/4 and CGO May off $0.02 1/4 at $6.54 3/4. 

           
   Nice rainfall was reported in the last 24 hours in parts of SW-KS with Dodge and Garden City recording 0.50-1.50” with localized totals as 

high as 2.50”.  The rains carried down into the panhandle of OK, but areas in SE-CO and N-TX were notably lighter than OK and KS.   

   The May HRW/corn spread traded back down towards contract lows in both May and July, trying to price itself into southern plains feed ra-

tions.  At settlement today, May KC wheat was 97.9% of the weight adjusted price of corn with basis likely dropping that percentage further. 

 Spot floor movement has finally begun to pick up at the MGEX with 69 cars on the floor today.  The better movement has weighed on basis 

with 15.0% quoted +190/225K this afternoon vs. +220/225K  a week ago.  Duluth deliverable stocks fell 150,000 bushels last week. 

 Chatter continues about poor looking SRW acres being ripped up and replanted to corn, even in areas where plantings were sharply reduced. 

 

      

Grain and Livestock markets will be closed this Friday in observance of the Good Friday holiday with Thursday evening trade.  

Markets will reopen Sunday evening, the  at 6:00pm. 
 

http://twitter.com/hedgeit
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/ridge2/RFC_Precip/
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Financial Markets: 

 Outside markets sold off in kind upon release of the latest Federal Reserve minutes which suggested a cautious, yet 

accommodative tone, but suggested another round of quantitative easing was even more remote.  Following the report, the 

Dollar Index rallied 0.7%, gold sold off $36.20/oz, 10-year Treasury notes were off 0.5% and the DJIA was down 74.00. 

 
 Data on factory orders was released this morning and the February reading of Factory Orders was +1.3% month on month, close to 

the estimate.  Ex-transportation Orders were up 0.9% and ex-defense they were better by 1.1%. Shipments were light at +0.1% 

month on month, the smallest gain since last August. 

 General Motors reports that auto sales rose 12 percent compared to last March.  Chrysler reports that sales jumped 34 percent.  Ford 

reported that sales rose 5 percent. 

19-Commodity CRB-Index 

http://twitter.com/hedgeit
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Spot Basis Recap CIF Gulf (change) PNW (change) Domestic (change) 

Corn +61/63K (up 2/up 1) +102K (unch) +12K (+4c) Toledo, OH 

Soybeans +64/65K (up 4/up 1) +95K (unch) 0K (unch) Bloomington, IL 

SRW +60/66K (dn 2/dn 1) NA +8K (unch) Toledo, OH 

HRW +110/115K (dn2/unch) +103K (+3.0c) +111/126K (unch) KCBT 12.0% 

HRS NA +150K (unch) +145/180K  (unch) MGEX 14.0% 

Corn 27.75% (-1.00%) 

Soybeans 19.25% (+0.25%) 

Chicago 34.0% (-1.00%) 

Kansas City 31.5% (unch) 

Minneapolis 28.35% (+1.35%) 

ATM Option Volatility Settlements 

Durum $8.22  (-$0.08) 

Soft White $6.39  (-$0.03) 

Hard Spring Wheat $8.44  (+$0.10) 

Hard Winter Wheat $6.57  ($-0.05) 

Corn $6.42  (+$0.12) 

Soybeans $13.73 (-$0.18) 

DTN National Cash Indices 

(previous evening update)  

Calendar Spread Recap  

CK/CN +5.25 (+1.25c) 

SK/SN -4.50  (+1.75c) 

WK/WN -11.00 (+1.50c) 

KWK/KWN -9.50  (unch) 

MWK/MWN +4.75 (-1.25c) 
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South American Soybean Production 

The graph to the right represents 

all of the USDA estimates on soy-

bean production in Brazil and 

Argentina to date. The April esti-

mates come from Agroconsult for 

Argentina and Rosario for Brazil. 

The differences from the USDA 

March estimates and the South 

American April estimates are 

roughly a combined loss of 

6.7mmt or 246 million bushels. 
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